Flame monitoring systems
for single burner and
industrial applications

ABOUT FLAMONITEC BST

The company - Who we are
BST Solutions GmbH, established 2004 in Ratingen, Germany, and today settled in Heiligenhaus
offers flame monitoring solutions for residential heating and industrial combustion in different applications. The diversity of applications and functions of these devices are based on the constant
exchange of experience and close cooperation with our customers.
WE SET THE TRENDS!
BST Solutions has set a number of innovative
milestones in flame monitoring technology over
the years:
•P
 rocessorbased Compact Flame Controller
with communication ability for heating technology
•U
 niversal flame signal output guarantees
a wide variety of applications with various
burner controls
•O
 ver 20 patents covering the entire spectrum
of flame monitoring, from basic research and
procedures to electronic circuits.
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SAFETY - IS OUR PRIORITY
Growing demands on safety and increasing
significance of environmental protection pose

new challenges for industrial plants. The range
of BST products offers the right flame monitoring for every combustion process.
QUALITY - FOR YOUR SATISFACTION
BST Solutions pays particular attention to the
complete testing of its devices before these are
delivered to the customer. This guarantees our
customers full and long-term operational reliability during use. Quality starts from our Suppliers and components must satisfy our own
high standards because a chain always breaks
at its weakest link. This is another reason for
the reliability of our products.

SUMMARY

Summary
Device

KLC 10/11

KLC 20

IFC/IFR
10/11

IFC/IFR
50

KHM 20

IFC/IFR
400

radial or
radial and
axial

axial

axial/radial

axial/
radial

axial

axial/
radial

intermittent

intermittent

intermittent

intermittent

intermittent

continuous

Sensor UV-Tube
Sensor Semiconductor
UV Spectrum 185 to
260nm
VIS/IR Spectrum 380 to
1150 nm
Viewing direction

Mode
Self-monitoring
Natural Gas

*

Furnace Gas

*

Coke Oven Gas

*

Light Oil
Heavy Oil
Flame signal

FET

FET

FET

Relay

Electronical Relay

Relay

Potential free

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

Gas
burner,
dual fuel
burner

Gas
burner,
dual fuel
burner

Gas
burner,
dual fuel
burner

Gas
burner,
dual fuel
burner

Gas
burner,
dual fuel
burner

Gas
burner,
dual fuel
burner

Suitable for switching
input
Suitable for ionization
input
Operating temperature
-20°C to 60°C
Fully electronic
Maintenance free
Small size
Robust
Simple installation
Applications

Industrial Usage
Heating Technology
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KLC SERIES

Flame monitoring
for residential heating

KLC 10
Is a Compact UV-flame detector for heating and single
burner applications, suitable for gas-, oil- and dual fuel
burners. The flame detector KLC 10 has been developed
to meet the requirements of EN 298:2012 for burner
management control units which make a ‘no-flame’ check
after normal burner shut down when the flame amplifier
is permanently energized. This Flame detector must be
disconnected for started up once in a day.
Description

Part-No.
X = 230 VAC

Part-No.
X = 120 VAC

Flame detector KLC 10/X R, radial

611145021000

611245021000

Flame detector KLC 10/X RS, radial & sensitive

611145021160

611245021160

Flame detector KLC 10/X RA, radial & axial

611145061000

611245061000

Flame detector KLC 10/X RAS, radial & axial & sensitive

611145061160

611245061160

KLC 11
Is a Compact UV flame detector for heating and single
burner applications, suitable for gas-, oil- and dual fuel
burners. After connecting to the power supply, 
internal
increase of the UV tube voltage directly guarantees the
safety requirements of EN 298:2012 by checking a breakthrough of the UV tube. Therefore an easy change from
ionization monitoring to the KLC 11 is possible also on
burner controllers without UV input.
Description
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Part-No.
X = 230 VAC

Part-No.
X = 120 VAC

Flame detector KLC 11/X radial

611146021000

611246021000

Flame detector KLC 11/X radial & axial**

611146061000

611246061000

KLC SERIES

KLC 20
Wide band KLC 20 is a compact flame detector, specially
developed for blue burning firing systems on residential
fan burner applications. Flicker frequency of the detected flame radiation is used for the patented evaluation. A
microprocessor evaluates and converts the flame signal
to a digital signal that is compatible with most burner
controls having external wire terminals. Field setting
adjustment or commissioning are unnecessary. For gas
applications, the implementation with disturbance frequency cut off is to be used. Take a look to KLC COM
software. Versions without disturbance cut off should not
be used in gas applications.
Description

Part-No.
X = 230 VAC

Part-No.
X = 120 VAC

Part-No.
X = 24 VDC

Flame detector KLC 20/X , 25/15 Hz, DFC

611120110105

611220110105

611320110105

Flame detector KLC 20/X , 25/15 Hz

611120210105

611220210105

611320210105

KLC series in Ex-housing for zone 1
An Ex-housing for Zone 1 is now available for the KLC devices.
All KLC variants can be supplied as standard. The Ex versions are supplied with a 3 m long connection cable. The
½ „connection flange provides a simple mounting and is
identical to the flange of the IFx series. In addition, the
connection flanges can be ex-changed to a flange with
purge air connector quickly. (See accessories IFx series)
Description

Part-No.

Ex-Flame controller KLC 10

on request

Ex-Flame controller KLC 11

on request

Ex-Flame controller KLC 20

on request
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KLC SERIES

Accessories for KLC series

KLC FLANGES
Serves for the admission, connection and adjustment of
the flame detectors KLC. Available in 7 mm and 13 mm.
Description

Part-No.

KLC flange 7 mm

665001010000

KLC flange 13 mm

665002010000

ANGLE ADAPTER KLC
With the optionally available corner adaptor the radial
adjustment of the KLC 20 is carried out by means of an
optimally formed out reflecting surface to the flame axis.
The corner adaptor substitutes at the same time for the
connection flange KLC.
Description
Angle adapter KLC

Part-No.
615001020000

ADAPTER ADP
The adaptor ADP enables to be able to mount the flame
guards KLC 20 with additional axial adjustment directly to a
fire space opening. A quartz glass prevents the escape of
gases from the combustion chamber.
Description
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Part-No.

Adapter ADP 10-UV, R ½” heat insu-

575010512110

Adapter ADP 20-UV, NPSM ½”-14,

575010512130

KLC SERIES

CONNECTION CABLE KLC
Consist of angle plug and a cable with stripped and crimped cable ends. The cable length is customized.
Description
Connection cable KLC, length XX

Part-No.
On request

DIAGNOSTIC TOOL KLCCOM
KLC COM incl. software BSTcom is a PC interface with the
flame detectors KLC 20 and KHM 20 presenting graphical
and numeric display of relevant performance measurements, disturbance frequency cut off and switch status. Analysis of the flame signal is possible. Flame signal
intensity and frequency distribution are displayed. This
data can be stored with the data logging function and be
processed with programs such as MS Excel.
Description
Diagnostic tool KLC COM

Part-No.
731000080980

RMF
The relay module flame detector serves for moving of the
switching output signal of the series KLC, IFC 10/11 efficient relay contacts free of potential. With it these flame
detectors can be used in PLC or round controls. It indicates his working condition and the status of the flame
relay by means of LEDs on the front and secures the tension care of the flame detector electrically. Implementation with special functions can be also provided here.
Description

Part-No.

RMF 230

640480002000

RMF 120

640480002100

RMF 24 DC

640480002200
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IFC SERIES

Compact Flame Detectors
for industrial applications

IFC 10 / IFC 11
IFC10 and IFC11 is a compact UV flame detector which is specially designed
for severe conditions often experienced in industrial application single flame
combustion. IFC/IFR 10/11 can be connected directly to the ionisation or LDR
input of the control box. The UV sensor ensures that the flame detector
does not react to background radiation from hot refractory or from any other
infrared light source. The flame detector IFC 10 has been developed to meet
the requirements of EN 298:2012 for burner management control units which
make a ‘no-flame’ check after normal burner shut down when the flame
amplifier is permanently energized.
The IFC11 internal increases the UV tube voltage immediately after applying
supply voltage ensures the safety requirement in accordance with the EN
298:2012 for examination of UV tube to through ignition.
Description

Part-No.
X = 230 VAC

Part-No.
X = 120 VAC

IFC 10/X, axial

611181031000

611281031000

IFC 11/X, axial

611183031000

611283031000

IFC 50
IFC50 is a compact UV flame detector who was conceived especially for
the application in industrial furnaces. Its internal relay offers one isolated
NC contact and an isolated NO contact with high switching performance.
Thus, the IFC50 is suitable for multi-flame control with ambient light control. The flame detector IFC50 is provided according to the EN 298:2012 for
firing, which requires a controlled shutdown upon flame signal interruption.
The UV tube ensures that background radiation is ignored, i.e. glowing refractory lining or mixing unit parts. The internal increase of UV tube voltage
immediately after supply voltage application complies with EN 298:2012 for
examination UV tube on start-up for intermittent type burners.
The adapter serves as mounting interface of the flame detector to the furnace chamber. IFC50 can be adapted with various accessories to special applications. A LED indicates flame intensity. Easy diagnosis of the flame intensity
is possible with it directly in the combustion apparatus. Suggested operating
temperature range is -20°C to 60°C.
Description
IFC 50/X
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Part-No.
X = 230 VAC
611185031000

Part-No.
X = 120 VAC
611285031000

IFR SERIES

IFR series are typically used in forced draught burners

IFR 10 / 11 / 50
The functionalities of IFR 10 , IFR11 and IFR50 are equal to
their IFC equivalent. Only the view orientation changes from
axial to radial sight.
Description

Part-No.
X = 230 VAC

Part-No.
X = 120 VAC

IFR 10/X, radial

611191031000

611291031000

IFR 11/X, radial

611193031000

611293031000

IFR 50/X, radial

611195031000

611295031000
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KHM | IFC-/IFR SERIES

Compact Flame Detectors
for industrial applications

Compact Flame Detector KHM 20
The wide band flame detector KHM 20 is a compact flame detector conceived
especially for industrial single burner applications with programmable controls
(i.e. PLC). The flame signal output is a product of our patented flicker evaluation
of any type flame. Field setting adjustment or commissioning are unnecessary.
The KHM 20 values only the flickering of the flame being monitored. DC light
radiation, any constant frequency, fluorescent lamps or background radiations
from refractory are ignored. The diopter serves as mounting interface of the flame detector to the furnace chamber. The KHM 20 can be adapted with glasses,
lenses, filters and hole screens can be adapted to special demands. All KHM
series accessories are compatible. A LED indicates operational parameters (as
for example display of the flame modulation, topical switch state in dependence of the flame signal, serial number) are
possible. KLC Com adapter with BST com software serves as an analysis tool. Suggested operating temperature range is
-20°C and +60°C and short duration temperature excursions greater than 75°C (<1 min) are allowed.
KHM 20 is available in 230 V AC, 24 V AC and 24 V DC with axial viewing. The KHM 20 is equipped with the function of
the disturbance frequency cut off. On this occasion, detects the KHM 20 only real flames which mark themselves by an
unstable changing frequency. DC light radiations and any steady frequency, e.g., from fluorescent lamps or other electric
lights, are faded out and do not lead to a lasting flame recognition. This function will enable, after the light sensor with
a source of light with steady frequency will be impinged, the switching output of the KHM 20 first and after approx. 5-9
seconds it switches off again.
Description

Part-No.
X = 230 VAC

Part-No.
X = 120 VAC

Part-No.
X = 24 VDC

KHM 20/230, 25/15 Hz,
DFC for ionization

611131130100

611231130100

611331130100

KHM 20/230, 25/15 Hz, DFC for PLC

611132110311

611232110311

611332110311

Compact Flame Detector IFC/IFR 400
The IFC/IFR 400 is a compact ﬂame detector that has been specially designed
for industrial continuous-combuson  furnaces.  It  provides a  galvanically  isolated 
change-over contact as safety-related output.
As a safety-relevant criterion for ﬂame detection, the ﬂickering of the ﬂame is
used. Switching thresholds, switching times and ﬁlter characteristics can only
be set by the manufacturer. The ﬂame detection is signaled via a LED and data is
transmitied for evaluation.
Description
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Part-No.

Flame detector IFC400/230 with 1.5m cable

611189010452

Flame detector IFC400/230 for ionization, with 1.5m´cable

611189010462

Flame detector IFR400/230 with 1.5m cable

611199010452

Flame detector IFC400/230 for ionization, with 1.5m cable

611199010462

IFC SERIES

Accessories

IFC-EX
An Ex-housing for Zone 1 is now available for the IFC devices. All IFC variants can be supplied as standard. The Ex
versions are supplied with a 3 m long connection cable.
The ½ „connection flange provides a simple mounting and
is identical to the flange of the IFx series. In addition, the
connection flanges can be exchanged to a flange with purge
air connector quickly.
Description

Part-No.

Ex-Flame controller IFC 10 / 230

on request

Ex-Flame controller IFC 11 / 230

on request

Ex-Flame controller IFC 50 / 230

on request

Description accessories IFx and KHM

Part-No.

Connection cable BK03, 1.8m length, 3+PE for IFx10/11

561984740094

Connection cable BK03, 3m length, 3+PE for IFx10/11

561984740096

Connection cable BK06, 1.8 m length, 6+PE for IFx50 / KHM

561984840094

Connection cable BK06, 3.0 m length, 6+PE for IFx50 / KHM

561984840096

Purge air adapter for

IFC types

KHM

Adapter 1“ with ½“ purge air connector or with ¼“
purge air connector.
Description

Part-No.

Adapter 1“ with ½“-purge air connector

465301000100

Adapter 1“ with ¼“-purge air connector

465301000200
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Your sales partner

MEMBER OF MINDERMANN GROUP

BST Solutions GmbH
Ruegenstr. 7
D-42579 Heiligenhaus . Germany
T +49 2056 98947-0
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